
Meeting Engagement at Mozyr, 24th June 1941 

A ‘Friday Night at the Fights’ special! 

 

With the publication of the latest of the ‘Forgotten Battles’ book, Barbarossa 1941: The Border 

Battles, which is we think a rather important addition to research on the ‘Great Patriotic war’ as it is 

called by Russia, there were some interesting battles which ‘missed the cut’, and the one below is 

one of them, not because it is unimportant or uninteresting, but purely because there was no space 

for it, if we were going to include complete Army lists for both sides... yes, never before in English 

has this been done down to battalion and on occasion company level.  

This battle is not the only one we were unable to find space for, so there may be more game 

descriptions and additional scenarios from time to time. 

But now it is time to give a ‘blow by blow’ (mostly) account of what happened in the game.  

The action took place on the 24th June 1941, and was a good example of how the Germans, already 

becoming over stretched in terms of their advance, sometimes found their infantry, 167th Infantry 

Division on this occasion facing strong Russian armoured forces, in this case 11th Mechanised Corps, 

a still strong formation before armour arrived, in dribs and drabs to support them. (from 17th Panzer 

Division)  

This was a meeting engagement in a shallow valley, with an 

un-metalled road bisecting the table on the long axis, a 

wooden bridge in the village of Mozyr allowing the crossing 

of a shallow steam which bisected the table on the short axis.  

Both sides found themselves receiving reinforcements up to 

turn 20, using a system that was created for this game, but in 

the next article will be described and you might find the 

simple mechanics of some use, but that is for another day. 

Suffice it to say the reinforcements were irritatingly widely 

spaced for both sides, but the order of appearance, if not 

exactly when, was influenced by the players.  

The first to arrive on the table was a German infantry 

company, on foot, and they made best speed for the 

village, unaware of what was about to appear from the 

‘Russian end’. By turn 4 as the German infantry entered 

the village, and discovered that the bridge was still intact, 

they also discovered that an entire Russian T26 company 

was entering the table, a total of 17 tanks.  

Fortunately a battery of 4 German 37mm anti tank guns, 

towed by Protz trucks had arrived by now, and deployed in 

cover on the hill line overlooking the village and the 

 

Mozyr and its bridge before all 

hell was let loose. 

 



Russian lines of approach. This was fortunate as the T26 

company advanced along the road the Russian tanks came 

under fire from the German AT guns, several tanks being 

destroyed and disabled, a reflection of the weakness of the 

T26’s armour! 

But the tank losses did not halt the Russian advance, but by 

now the German infantry had taken up positions within the 

village, and the Russian company commander now made a 

terrible mistake, as after the first tank to enter the village was 

close assaulted by an infantry section and disabled he then 

swept his tanks to either side of the village, but too close to 

the German infantry, who used their anti tank rifles to great effect and destroyed several T26s, 

effectiveness checks resulting in the advance initially 

faltering, and then several remnants of platoons being 

shaken or actually routing. The Company check now 

resulted in a general withdrawal by the remaining armour, 

it taking two turns to regain control.  

While this was happening a platoon of Panzer IIICs arrived, 

but the German commander was very cautious and kept 

them well out of sight behind the village, which was a 

sensible decision in light of future developments.  

It was only by turn 10 that the T26s returned to the 

attack, now considerably thinned 

out, but the German AT guns had a field day, picking of 

the remaining Russian tanks as they advanced, 

the 45mm gun on the T26 being no match in terms of 

HE fire against the German 37mm guns., but the 

pressure of the Russians did have one success 

when a T26 literally ran over one of the German guns, 

but now the tanks were keeping well away from the 

German infantry.  

But this did not save them, as again effectiveness checks 

resulted in the entire company falling back in 

some disorder, but but now the next reinforcements 

arrived in the shape of a T34/76A platoon of 5 tanks.  

While the T26 company rallied, the T34s moved forward, causing consternation for the German 

player as they were well aware that the 37mm AT guns would not find these tanks easy meat. And 

so it proved, as 37mm round clanged off the front armour, and to add insult to injury, combined HE 

and machinegun fire destroyed one of the German AT guns. The remaining German guns took the 

hint and fell back into woodland, aware that their role, at least for the time being, was over.  

 

The first Russian losses. One fell to a 

37mm round, one to a close assault. 

 

Track and optics damage o several 

T26s and a knock out shortly before 

a German gun was overrun. 

 

Victims of the 37mm AT guns and 

anti tank rifles. 



A platoon of Panzer IIH, with 50mmL42 main guns now 

arrived, but rather than close with the enemy, they took 

up hull down positions, but whilst tin the ensuing 

gunfight 3 of the T34s were knocked out, 2 by lucky 

shots, and one from a well positioned AT rifle. But the 

picture tells of the fate of the Panzer IIIHs in the end. 

Sensibly, the Panzer IIICs stayed hidden while this was 

happening! 

The two remaining T34s held their ground and then 

brought HE and machinegun fire against the German 

infantry in the village, causing casualties and keeping their heads down. 

The arrival of a 5 tank platoon of T28s now made the position of the Germans tenuous as the 

combined fire of the 76mm main gun and 2 separate turrets with machineguns made life still more 

difficult for the German infantry, but the Russian tanks were justifiably wary of the enemy and kept a 

healthy distance from the edge of the village.  

If you read the latest book, you will see that time and 

again the Russian mechanised corps in 1941 were let 

down by their supporting infantry which either failed to 

arrive at all, or were, to say the least, tardy, though 

usually this was caused by lack of transport to enable the 

infantry to be close by when needed. This action was no 

exception, on turn 19 a Russian infantry company arrived, 

fortunately motorised, and deployed in front of the 

village, launching attacks frontally under close support 

from particularly the T28s. As the Russian infantry closed 

on the buildings a platoon sized close assault was 

launched by the German infantry, which turned out to be 

less successful than hoped for, and resulted in the now 

exposed infantry coming under devastating fire from the 

Russian infantry and armour. Things were looking bad for the Germans now. 

But the final German reinforcements now arrived, in the shape of a Panzer IVE platoon, which from a 

distance began to bring fire from hull down positions, causing no damage initially, but when the next 

Russian infantry assault was rebuffed with losses, it caused the Russian commander to decide that 

their force was not strong enough to force a conclusion, and further losses would be of no value, so 

withdrew to defensive positions. The Germans, also in no state to force a decision, remained in 

position to await the bulk of the Panzer Division to arrive. 

This was a testing game for both sides, and in fact reflected the actual outcome of the historical 

action. The Russians lost 12 T26s and 3 T34/76As, the Germans, 4 Panzer IIIHs and 2 37mm AT guns. 

Infantry losses on both sides were relatively light.  

Next article... a suggestion for reinforcement schedules, as was said earlier. 

 

Ouch! 

 

The Russian combined attack can be 

seen at the top left and the 

concealed German Panzer IIICs at 

the bottom right 


